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“I wear a leather band
bracelet often.” Bracelet,
$24.99; emitations
.com (20% off with code
REDBOOKNOV20).

Craving a little
color? “Red is
optimistic and
strong.” Sandra
Bullock in Vera
Wang in 2011.

“I like a long,
double-wrapped
necklace and a
little diamond
ring for sparkle.”
Necklace, $6.80;
forever21.com.
Ring, $40;
artisangems
boutique.com.

High-end style on
a sane budget
Designer Vera Wang is
famous for her fancy
gowns, but her comfy,
everyday strategies are
what we want to steal.

Even though her opulent

creations have launched
a million wedding-dress
fantasies, Vera Wang keeps
it low-key—really low-key.
“When I’m comfortable, I’m
confident,” says the designer,
who’s been devoted to leggings
since she was an ice-skater.
She finishes with sparkly baubles—
“I don’t trust a girl who doesn’t like
jewelry!” she says—and a spritz
of perfume that makes her feel “more
feminine.” Stage your own casual
upgrade with these picks. They only
look pricey, we promise.

“I am obsessed with
cashmere sweaters.
I have a collection of
different colors and
styles.” Sweaters, $89
each; joefresh.com.
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“

Mix
textures and
proportions to
make layers
look more
interesting.

The 65-yearold loves her
long hair. “I
can throw
it up, wear it
down—it gives
me versatility.”

”

“There’s a
musky rum
note in this
that makes it
unusual.” Eau
de parfum
spray, Forever
Vera Vera
Wang, $49.50;
kohls.com.

plus

“This is my uniform. A relaxed
top with leggings is so flattering
and easy to move in.” Sweater,
$37; shopsosie.com. Top,
Princess Vera Wang, $38; kohls
.com. Sizes XS to XL. Leggings,
$74; lysse.com. Sizes XS to 3X.
Discount is valid from October 9, 2014, through November 17, 2014, and does not include taxes or shipping.
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“A tough shoe
with a thick sole,
like a combat
boot, is edgy
and functional.”
Boots, Wanted,
$79.99;
zappos.com.

